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Welcome to Stamp Active

Stamp Active is a voluntary organisation
which promotes stamp collecting for
young people in the UK.
This pack provides some activities for you to complete. If you finish five of the activities in the pack, please take
it to one of the organisers at a Stamp Active event and you will receive a prize.
There is plenty more for you to do in the pack or you can have a go at some of the other stamp competitions
promoted by Stamp Active. The pack is yours to keep and it will give you a useful guide to some of the varied
aspects of stamp collecting.

Have Fun!
Kids Corner, sponsored by The Philatelic Traders’ Society,
which takes place at Spring and Autumn Stampex, held
at the Business Design Centre, Islington, London.
The Stamp Active Competition, sponsored by the Great
Britain Philatelic Society and The British Youth Stamp
Championships, sponsored by Stanley Gibbons, for
those interested in displaying their collections.
Stamp Active Website sponsored by The Association of
British Philatelic Societies, find out more about collecting
and the activities of the Stamp Active Network. Have a look
at our new website www.stampactive.co.uk
Stamp Active is a resource programme for organisers
of junior clubs with information and updates on the
website. More information can also be found on
www.stampactive.co.uk
Starter Packs, sponsored by Stanley Gibbons, for new
school and junior stamp clubs.
Kidstamps supports young collectors between the ages
of 5 and 19, providing stamps, activities and much more
to make your hobby even more fun!
Workshops for children interested in developing their
competition entries.
National Youth Conference for organisers of clubs.
Stamps In Schools, sponsored by The Postal Museum,
is an independent project run by Erene Grieve, which
provides a fun-packed programme of stamp collecting
displays and activities for primary schools in the UK.

Stamp Active Network is supported by major sponsors
including The Philatelic Fund, Stanley Gibbons,
The Association of British Philatelic Societies, The Philatelic
Traders’ Society, and The Great Britain Philatelic Society
as well as many other dealers, individuals and clubs and
societies. Special thanks to Ian Varey for his development
of the ideas for this activity pack.
We are always in need of financial donations or the gift
of stamps, covers and other material.
For more information about the activities of the Stamp
Active Network or if you would like to make a donation,
please email stampactive@btinternet.com
Have a look at the website regularly for updates on events
and advice.

Transport

Transport is about moving people and goods over short or
long distances and the means to do it. For thousands of
years if people wanted to go anywhere they had to walk,
and if they wanted to take things with them they had to
carry them. Today some people in parts of the world still
have to walk and carry things everywhere, but we in Britain
are very lucky. We only walk short distances and carry
things like shopping. Walking long distances is only for
recreational reasons.
About 12,000 years ago people began to domesticate and
train animals to carry them and their things. In Europe it was
usually horses. For those who could afford a horse it allowed
them to travel further and faster. Rafts and log boats were
invented and these could be paddled on rivers and lakes
to carry people and goods. Most ordinary people could not
afford these means of transport and still had to walk.
A big breakthrough came with the invention of the wheel
and when simple sails were added to the small boats to
use the power of the wind. The wheel led to carts, chariots,
wagons and when these were coupled to horses, goods
of greater weight could be carried over longer distances.
Sailing ships became sea going and over time grew in
size from Greek and Roman galleys to huge multi-masted
cargo and warships. By the beginning of the 19th century,
passenger coaches could cover 20/25 miles in a day. Heavy
wagons 10/15 miles in a day. Sailing ship could stay at sea
for months and years and sail around the world.
However, all these improvements still depended
on horse power or wind power.
A big breakthrough came when steam powered engines
were added first to horse drawn tramways and then to ships,
in the middle of the 19th century. Railways at first were
used to move goods such as coal. Soon they began to move
people. As the world became industrialised and populations
grew, bigger and faster transport systems were need move
people and to supply them with food and other essentials.
Towards the end of the 19th century small petrol and diesel
engines were invented. In just a few decades, as opposed
to centuries of development for horse power and sail power,
we now have the transport of today. Today we have different
types of engines to power our different forms of transport.
Petrol, diesel, jet, rockets, but these all burn fuel to produce
power or electricity that is then used as power.
What will be the next breakthrough, one wonders!

Find the Hidden Word

Write the answers to the ten questions in the boxes. You then need to put the letters in the
shade boxes into the grid below, to find the name of the missing vehicle.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1: What make
of car is this?

2: What are
these vehicles?

6: What is this?

7: What kind of
vehicle is this?

1

2

3

3: In the Wild West
this was called what?

8: What kind of
transport is this?

4

5

6

7

4: What is this
vehicle called?

5: This transport
relies on what?

9: What kind of
van is this?

10: What kind of
vehicle is this?

8

9

10

2
What kind of vehicle is this? What might it carry? .........................................................................

Make a small collection of Land Transport

Using human or horse power

Make a collection

For 1000s of years this was the only way to travel.

Horse riding

Horse and Carriage

Bicycles from the 1860s

Petrol and diesel engines

Make a collection

There is a huge variety of these people carriers.

1901 Fiat Petrol Car

An early Motor Coach

Land vehicles for doing work

Tractor

A Mini Car

Make a collection

Tank

Mediterranean Cruise

Day 1: Catch your
plane at Luton and
fly to Gibraltar (find a
passenger plane stamp)

At Gibraltar board your
luxury cruise ship RMS
Queen Victoria (find a
passenger ship stamp)

Day 2: Full day in Majorca
(find a Spanish stamp)
Day 3: Full day in Monte Carlo
(find a Monaco stamp)

Day 8: Cross over to
Gibraltar to catch a
flight back to Luton

Day 7: Full day in Tangiers
(find a Moroccan stamp)

Day 4: Full day in Naples
(find an Italian stamp)

Day 6: Full day in Tunis
(find a Tunisian stamp)

Day 5: Full day in Malta
(find a Maltese stamp)

Make a small collection of Ships and Boats

With sails

Make a collection

For 1000s of years ships have made use of wind power.

Schooner

Junk

Clipper

With engines

Make a collection

Ships changed to first steam power then to diesel/electric.

Deap Sea Trawler

Aircraft Carrier

Cruise Liner

Small sea going craft

Make a collection

There are 100s, even 1000s of this type of craft.

Patrol Launch

Rowing Boat

Kayak

The Great Train Race to Scotland

In the 1930s the West Coast London, Midland and Scottish Railway and the East Coast
London and North East Railway competed with each other to provide the fastest train
service from London to Scotland.

Glasgow Central
To enter Glasgow
throw a SIX.

Edinburgh Waverley
To enter Edinburgh
throw a SIX.

Kilmarnock
Throw a THREE.

Berwick
Throw a THREE.

Carlisle
Throw a ONE.

Newcastle
Throw a ONE.

Lancaster
Throw a FIVE.

Darlington
Throw a FIVE.

Preston
Throw a TWO.

York
Throw a TWO.

Crewe
Throw a FOUR.

Newark
Throw a FOUR.

Rugby
Throw a ONE.

Watford
Throw a THREE.

London Euston
To start throw a SIX.

Rules for the Game
1 Player: Choose Euston or King’s Cross
to start. Count the number of dice throws
to get to Scotland. Next time try to improve
by completing in a lower number of throws.
2 Players: Choose Euston or King’s Cross
station. Take turns throwing the dice. You
must throw a SIX to start at London. Then
in turn when you throw the number shown
for each station, to move to it. The winner
is the first to Scotland.

Peterborough
Throw a ONE.

Stevenage
Throw a THREE.

London King’s Cross
To start throw a SIX.

Make a collection of Engines and Trains

Steam powered

Make a collection

Before the coming of the railways people had to walk or use horses.

The Rocket 1830

1893 Spanish Engine

4-6-0 Main-Line Engine

Diesel and electric powered

Make a collection

These engines are more efficient and are in use today.

M40 Diesel Hungary

Swedish Electric

Trams and underground systems
These are a sub-section of electric railways.

German Inter-City Express

The First Non-Stop Flight across the Atlantic
In June 2019 it was the 100th anniversary of this historic flight

In 1919 the London Daily Mail newspaper relaunched their competition
for the first non-stop flight across the Atlantic, with a prize of £10,000.
Ex-WW1 pilot Capt. John Alcock together with the Vickers Aircraft
Company took up the challenge. Lieut. Arthur Brown, an ex-WW1 aerial
navigator, was recruited to complete the flying team.

Capt. John Alcock

Lieut. Arthur Brown

The Vickers Vimy

The team shipped a twin engine, Vickers Vimy bomber to
Newfoundland. It was stripped down to bare essentials and modified to
carry more fuel. Beating other competitors, the plane took off from St.
John’s in Newfoundland on June 14th 1919. It was so heavy, with extra
fuel, that it nearly failed to get airborne, but it just made it into the air.
Alcock and Brown were in an open cockpit and even well wrapped up
the wind and cold was intense. They flew through the night, through
fog and a snow storm.
Next morning, running low on fuel, they crossed the coast of Ireland
and looked for somewhere to land. A grassy landing site turned out to
be an Irish bog and the plane came to an abrupt stop nose down in the
bog. Both were unharmed and were welcomed by the locals.
In London, the country and the world celebrated their success and the
King awarded them with the KBE. These heroic pioneer aviators are
somewhat forgotten today. On the internet you will find much more
about their incredible flight.

1,890 miles

Clifden
Galway
Ireland

St.John’s
Newfoundland
Canada

75th Anniversary Cover

One of the first airmails carried on the flight

Make a small collection of Air Transport

Non-powered flight and helicopters

Balloon

Gliders

Make a collection

Helicopters

Propeller aircraft

Make a collection

The first powered flight was in 1903.

WW1 Fighter Biplane

An early Passenger Plane

WW2 Fighter Plane

Jet aircraft

Make a collection

The jet engine was invented and first used towards the end of WW2.

A Jet Passenger
Aircraft

A Military Jet Trainer

Concorde Supersonic Aircraft

Word Search
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BATTLESHIP
INTERCITY

BOMBER
JEEP

SPORTSCAR

CANOE
KAYAK

STEAMER

CARRIAGE

LAUNCH

COACH

MAILTRAIN

SUBMARINE

TAXI

DESTROYER
OMNIBUS

TANKER

FERRY

PEDALO

TRUCK

VAN

HACKNEYCAB
ROYALSCOT
YACHT

What is doing the transporting on these stamps?

1 ................................. 2 ................................. 3 ................................. 4 .................................

Odd and Quirky forms of Transport

Transport is the means by which people and goods can be moved about over short
or long distances, but there are some forms of transport that do not easily fit into the
preceding categories.
The HOVERCRAFT
Invented in the late 1950s and later became a viable vehicle. It is
both a sea going and a land vehicle. It does not have wheels but it is
engine powered. So does it belong in an ODDMENT box?

The CHAIR LIFT
It does carry people through the air, but it certainly is not flying! It has no
wheels and is powered by a long, thick rotating cable, powered by electricity.
This certainly does not fit any of the other categories, so into the
ODDMENT box.

The ICE YACHT
It does look a little like a sea/lake going yacht, but it does not travel on
water and can only be used on ice. So it to goes into the ODDMENT box.
Look out for other forms of transport for this category, on stamps, such
as: prams, wheelbarrows, bobsleighs, lifts, invalid carriages, skidoos,
child’s buggy, segways, fork lift trucks and I am sure you will think of
many more!

Odd and quirky transport stamps

Deep Sea
Submersible

Make a small collection

Stamps about Space

Real, actual, achievements in space

Make a collection

People have been in near space, orbiting the Earth and the space station. A few have been to the Moon and back.
Using satellites and telescopes we continue to learn about deep space, but no person has ever been there.

Space
Capsule for
orbiting the
Earth

Space Shuttle to the
Space Station

Moon
Rover
used to
explore the
Moon

Science Fiction (SciFi)

Make a collection

Imaginary worlds and adventures.

Daleks, Dr Who

The Ood, Dr Who

Thunderbirds

Man walks on the Moon

On the 16th July .............. , the Apollo 11 spacecraft powered
by a Saturn 5 rocket blasted off from the USA on its way to
the .............. . It carried three astronauts, Neil Armstrong,
Edwin (Buzz) Aldrin and Michael Collins.
On the 20th July the Moon Lander, called The .................. ,
left the command module with two space suited crew on
board and landed on the Moon.
Neil Armstrong was the first man to walk on the Moon and he said these famous words,
‘One .................. step for man, one giant leap for mankind.’ He was followed by Buzz Aldrin
and together they planted the .............. of the USA and collected .............. samples. A
few hours later they blasted off the Moon’s surface and re-joined Michael Collins in the
command module, which had been ............................ the Moon, waiting for their return. They
made the long journey back to .................. and landed safely on the 24th July to a rapturous
welcome and the admiration of the whole world.
Over the next three years there were five more successful
Moon landings and one, Apollo 13, aborted mission through
systems failure. Altogether ...................... USA Astronauts
have walked, and in some case driven a vehicle, on the
Moon’s surface. The last two astronauts on the Moon were
Eugene Cernan and Harrison Schmitt from Apollo 17 in
December 1972. No other .................. being has been to
another Moon or Planet. In the future maybe?

Here are the missing words but not in the right order. Put the right word in the right space.

Earth

flag

Moon

twelve

small

human

rock

1969

Eagle

The three astronauts of Apollo 11

Neil Armstrong
First man on the Moon

Edwin (Buzz) Aldrin
Second man on the Moon

Michael Collins
Command Module Pilot

orbiting
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